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YBCA’s Dance Savvy Pilot: Analysis and Reflections 

 

Project Summary 

Dance Savvy is a pilot education and contextualization program designed to increase and deepen 

understanding of contemporary dance for a target audience comprised of current YBCA visual arts and 

film/video patrons.  This project is intended to deepen our audiences’ experience of dance and 

encourage cross-disciplinary arts participation.  Composed of pre- and post-show “Workshops” and 

post-show “Downloads,” we experimented with four Dance Savvy curriculum models that tested various 

pedagogies and strategies including kinesthetic learning, Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS), contextualizing 

materials, and guest lecturers. Right off the bat, it’s important to highlight the three key principles of 

VTS, as they undergird the prevailing ethos of both Workshop and Download—and much of YBCA’s 

other educational programming as well. Deceptively simple, these principles are centered on the 

practice of deep observation of a work of art, in a social, safe, facilitated setting. VTS-trained facilitators 

ask the following three questions to groups after the initial viewing of an artwork: 

1. What’s going on here? 

2. What do you see that makes you say that? 

3. What more can we find? 

This methodology highlights audiences’ natural, inherent curiosity while also validating their multiple, 

subjective perspectives. Since VTS is almost exclusively a visual arts tool, we also attempted to 

determine its viability as an educational instrument for the live arts.   

 The final curriculum template is a hybrid of the most successful components of the four tested models. 

Guiding our pilot program refinement was the core YBCA staff team, our four Curriculum Advisers and 

the survey data results that followed each activity. 

Dance Savvy Workshops and Downloads: What are they?  

Dance Savvy: The Four Models 

Model Artist Featured Date Timing of Workshop, Download, and/or Q&A Components 

1. Ralph Lemon Oct 2010 Workshop five days before performance, and Download 
immediately following the show. 

2. Sankai Juku Nov 2010 Download  after performance, followed by Workshop three days 
later 

3. Jess Curtis Feb 2011 All activities on the same day: Workshop and dinner before the 
performance, with Download immediately afterward.   

4. Lemi Ponifasio Apr 2011 All activities on the same day: Workshop and dinner before the 
performance, with traditional Q&A  immediately afterward.   
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Dance Savvy Workshops were the pilot’s primary hands-on engagement tool. The four different 

Workshop models we piloted over the course of two Dance Savvy “semesters” all had the following 

elements in common: An emphasis on deep observation, a central tenet of VTS; individual and group 

movement exercises; contextual material related to the accompanying performance and its themes; and 

the exploration of dance within a lively social context. While these components formed the backbone of 

each Workshop, within each model we experimented with duration, the primacy of the VTS pedagogy, 

the ratio of didacticism to discussion and movement-based exercises, and the role of our Curriculum 

Advisors in facilitating the Workshops. Where first semester Workshops were less tied to our Performing 

Arts season, our second semester Workshop models were tweaked to more closely pair with a specific 

show. Irrespective of the curriculum model, we adhered to a holistic, integrated approach to each 

Workshop and attempted to engage minds as well as bodies in a diverse, dynamic environment. 

Post-show Downloads were arguably the sleeper hit of the Dance Savvy pilot. The effect of communal 

discourse after a shared artistic experience was powerful and revealed how engagement with dance can 

go deep with minimal resources. Inspired by WAC’s post-show Speakeasy series, Download relies on a 

few basic parameters to set the stage for rich discussion: limited number of participants; sensitive but 

casual facilitation/moderation; and knowledge of VTS essentials. Participants came away from 

Downloads with new perspectives and an enhanced sense of community. Additionally, Downloads were 

an excellent platform to revisit themes and topics addressed in the preceding Workshop. 

Perhaps the key to Dance Savvy’s future success is its flexibility and modularity. With the basic curricular 

framework elements in place, YBCA staff and future guest facilitators may animate, personalize, and 

adapt Dance Savvy to the intricacies and opportunities unique to each performance. Over the course of 

the pilot, we witnessed the creation and flourishing of an invested community of participants that grew 

dramatically more curious, open, and empowered to investigate new forms. We also learned firsthand 

the importance of emphasizing that there is no “right answer” to dance. By granting our pilot group—

about half of whom had virtually no experience with contemporary dance—the permission to be lost or 

confused during a challenging piece, we enabled them to shrug off feelings of inadequacy or the anxiety 

that comes with “not getting it” and simply roll with the punches.  

 

Report Contents 

 A case-by-case explication of each of the eight activities that comprised the Dance Savvy pilot 

 Lessons for the field and suggestions for future adopters 

 See also: Generic Dance Savvy Workshop and Download curriculum templates 

 

Ralph Lemon’s How Can You Stay in the House All Day and Not Go Anywhere? 

 
Workshop Model 1 
Facilitators: Jaime Cortez, Liz Harvey, Katherine Mezur, Jose Navarrete 
Participants: 14 
Program length: 1.5 hours 
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Location: Administrative office conference room 
 

Our inaugural Dance Savvy Workshop was composed of three distinct segments: an introductory 

“icebreaker”-type exercise; a comparative reading and VTS-style analysis of two dance video clips; and 

finally a kinesthetic movement exercise. Weighted heavily toward participatory and experiential 

learning, we were eager to test our initial hypothesis that a combination of structured deep observation 

and body movement would be more effective at bringing our audiences closer to dance than rote 

didacticism. 

What was your strongest motivation for attending the Dance Savvy program? (select one) 
 
29% Because I am always trying to sharpen my abilities to reflect critically on art 
29% Because I’m puzzled by much of contemporary dance 
21% To learn more about contemporary dance, specifically 
21% I came mostly because someone suggested it to me 

 
The above table indicates that the large majority of participants in this iteration of Workshop were 

motivated by a perceived lack of refinement in their own abilities to “get” contemporary dance as 

well as a general desire to focus their critical lens. It’s worth noting that 20% of participants were 

encouraged to attend by someone else, which indicates the power of peer suggestion and influence.  

“I didn’t realize it [Workshop] would involve actual body movements. It was good that it did.” 

Survey responses indicated people’s unexpected pleasure at being able to physically move and engage 

in choreographic experimentation during Workshop. Despite YBCA’s repeated advance disclaimers that 

there would be simple movement exercises throughout Dance Savvy, many piloteers were still taken 

aback when asked to move about the “grid” that facilitator Jose Navarrete was demonstrating. All in all, 

most were satisfied with our first Workshop—71% of participants reported feeling “a little” more 

equipped to appreciate contemporary dance in the future, and 14% reported feeling much more 

prepared. 

“The level of discussion was not what I expected. For someone who has an art and art history 

background I was expecting a more critical approach.” 

“I would include more information about dance in general: its purpose, what makes dance a 

preferable means for expression, why dance rather than paint or write?” 

The above responses are representative of many other participant comments. Chief complaints were 

the perceived lack of intellectual rigor within the discussions and the absence of a discrete, 

“digestible” curatorial perspective on the “whys” of dance: Why were those movement choices made? 

Why is YBCA interested in Ralph Lemon? How is this experience facilitating my increased appreciation of 

the work? Adding to the overall feedback picture was a widely-held desire for a lengthier Workshop. 

Several piloteers felt rushed, and many thought that they weren’t given enough time or opportunity to 

voice their opinions or questions.  
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Dance Savvy program staff were heartened and energized by the wealth of information provided by 

WolfBrown’s first topline report. It was surprising—and validating, for some—to learn about our 

piloteers’ hunger for more contextualizing information and “informed” analysis of contemporary dance. 

We all agreed that for the next Workshop we’d consider more educational/pedagogical content, as well 

as make a more concerted effort to give each participant more airtime. Also, greater clarity and 

precision in the introductory explanation of Dance Savvy, as well as concise “deliverables” provided by 

Workshop would be incorporated in the future.   

Download 
Facilitators: Sherwood Chen, Nick Colin 
Participants: 16 (14 piloteers plus two guests) 
Program length: 1 hour 
Location: 2nd floor Theater lobby 
 

When you arrived at the Download, did you have specific questions in mind or were you more interested 
in listening to others’ questions? (select one) 

13% I had a specific question    
44% I wanted to hear others' questions and thoughts   
44% Both  

 

The above illustrates the inherent curiosity and sociability of our pilot group. Lightly facilitated by Bay 

Area dancer/choreographer Sherwood Chen and YBCA’s Community Engagement Associate, Nick Colin, 

the Download group was seated in a large, circular chair arrangement in our Theater’s terrace lobby. As 

soon as everyone got settled it was clear that the group was chomping at the bit to engage in 

conversation—and even a bit of cross-examination. We were successful in fostering a supportive, 

nurturing environment where 100% of piloteers felt comfortable asking questions to the group. 

Surprisingly, most folks were most interested in hearing others’ opinions and thoughts, perhaps 

indicating a lack of opportunity in the field for audiences to share post-show thoughts aside from the car 

ride home. We enthusiastically greeted the survey findings that showed 82% of participants feeling 

somewhat to a great deal more interested in attending future dance events, and 94% feeling 

somewhat to a great deal more of an appreciator of dance.  

“It was helpful to be able to discuss my experience of the project a) immediately after the 

performance and b) with a varied group of dance enthusiasts.” 

“The format (group giving short reactions) was good—but only if there was more time. In 

addition, one negative was that the facilitators merely restated the individual reactions—there 

was little interpretation or education about what was lying behind the reactions.” 

These two participant quotes show the array of reactions to our debut Download. People relished the 

chance to share their responses to the highly conceptual work—responses both wildly positive and 
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dramatically negative—and were respectful, candid, and supportive of each other’s perspectives. It was 

late and people were tired, but they wanted to stay later! 

While folks did value the diversity of reflections and opinions, we weren’t quite as successful in 

providing insight into Ralph Lemon’s work or creative process, as 57% of participants expressed only 

little to somewhat better insight into the artist and his piece. This first Download was quite illuminating 

in revealing that piloteers wanted more time to share, more responses to the work from people “in the 

know,” and “more open-ended prompts for the discussion.” Dance Savvy staff consider it mission-

critical to not have the artist (and his emotions and insight) present during Downloads to allow for more 

candor, but recognize that a few well-placed contextual tidbits from curatorial and program staff would 

be appreciated. A central tenet undergirding Dance Savvy was observed and appreciated, however: 

Despite one piloteer’s ambivalence about the Ralph Lemon performance, “the fact that the general 

group felt the same way began to lead [her] towards being more comfortable with ‘being 

uncomfortable.’” During this Workshop, our Curriculum Advisors emphasized the importance of not 

needing to know everything about dance and performance; that being clueless is OK, and not indicative 

of any failure on the viewer’s part. This “permission to be confused” was incorporated into all future 

Workshop iterations, and helped relieve many participants’ anxiety while also unearthing new 

perspectives toward challenging work and an audience’s expectation. 

Sankai Juku’s Hibiki 

 
Download 
Facilitators: Nick Colin, Joël Tan 
Participants: 13 
Program length: 45 minutes 
Location: Topham Rehearsal Studio, under the Theater 
 

Our second round of Dance Savvy activities included an experiment: We placed Workshop a couple days 

after the performance and Download. This was a test to see how viewing a show before attending 

Workshop might influence outcomes. Results were mixed, and it’s difficult to say whether the 

scheduling of the activities played a key role in people’s experience, or whether other elements (new 

setting, different facilitation technique, dramatically different performance experience than Ralph 

Lemon’s piece) were the deciding factors. A full 93% of respondents were somewhat to a great deal 

more likely to attend another dance event in the future, an 11% improvement from the Download 

following Ralph Lemon’s show. However, only 75% of respondents reported feeling somewhat to a 

great deal more appreciative of dance, compared to 94% following Ralph Lemon. Given Hibiki’s non-

narrativity and lack of discrete, obvious context, it’s perhaps not surprising to see this drop-off, 

especially coming after the somewhat more relatable content Lemon dealt with in How Can You…  

Taking full advantage of the unique opportunity to experiment during this pilot, we hosted this 

Download in a completely different environment, with a completely different setup, and with more 

explicit emphasis on the three questions central to the Visual Thinking Strategies pedagogy. Rather than 

locating this Download in an open, public space like before, we decided to bring participants 
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underground for a behind-the-scenes peek at the guts of our 757-seat Theater. Since it is exclusively 

utilized by presented artists and dance companies, the Topham Rehearsal Studio infused this Download 

with a special, “insiders-only” vibe. However, the results were mixed, as some seemed to be put off by 

the “forbidding setting” and less formalized structure.  

“I felt that the current Download allowed for freer interaction between participants. I like that it 

was held in a quiet location” 

“I liked the Ralph Lemon Download better. This one was a bit too touchy-feely.” 

The purpose of including these two divergent perspectives is to show that with careful analysis of 

feedback we can selectively choose which program elements to pursue and which ones to modify or 

omit. Based on these two observations, we were reminded that providing a quiet setting is critical to a 

successful Download and that the facilitator’s communication style should be appropriately sensitive 

and balanced, but not oppressively “touchy-feely”. 

Workshop 
Facilitators: Katherine Mezur, Jose Navarrete 
Participants: 12 
Program length: 2 hours 
Location: Administrative office conference room 
 

The Dance Savvy workshop is comprised of several components, which is your favorite? (select one) 
 
  8%  Creating movement yourself  
  0%  Seeing others create movement 
  8%  Watching the video and developing your own opinion 
33%  Hearing others’ opinions 
50%  Listening to the instructors’ ideas and strategies about engaging with dance 

 

This Workshop was different from the first in that we ramped up our emphasis on the intellectual and 

theoretical underpinnings of choreography, as well as focused on the usage of time and duration in 

dance. We learned that 50% of the pilot group’s expectations were met and 50% had their 

expectations exceeded, a marked improvement from the first Workshop. Additionally, 100% of the 

group felt better equipped to appreciate contemporary dance in the future, with a full 33% reporting 

a much higher ability to appreciate. We were also rewarded with quotes like these: 

“Perhaps because of the addition of a more academic format (e.g., the history of choreography), 

I found it more informative and interesting.” 

“I thought the second Workshop was much better. I thought the […] level of discussion was more 

sophisticated and engaging.” 

We continued to reassure our test subjects that it’s OK—essential, sometimes—to feel lost in 

contemporary art and dance, or to let one’s mind wander and be distracted, and even observe the 
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behavior of other audience members. Feeling lost or out of one’s element is a natural, healthy process in 

the learning of a new language. This feeling nurtured the eloquent realization by one subject that dance 

is 

“[…] a language unto itself, which demands an awareness of syntax, tools and history of the 

medium...it places demands upon the audience, which causes a sense of ‘being lost’ which a 

person must learn to enjoy.” 

The Dance Savvy workshop is comprised of several components, which is your LEAST favorite? (select 
one) 
 
64%  Creating movement yourself  
18%  Seeing others create movement 
  9%  Watching the video and developing your own opinion 
  0%  Hearing others’ opinions 
  9%  Listening to the instructors’ ideas and strategies about engaging with dance 

 

Unfortunately, as the above figure indicates, not all of the participants learned to enjoy the movement 

component of this Workshop. Despite the fact that kinesthetics and participant movement were at the 

top of our priority list and kindled the most excitement among YBCA staff, a number of people remarked 

that they weren’t prepared for or interested in movement themselves—that they were participating to 

glean wisdom and experience in viewing others’ movement: 

“I am not a dancer and am not interested in ME moving…” 

”I felt put on the spot in a way I was not prepared for. I did not feel it taught me how to 

appreciate the choices one makes. I know they have choices, but why make the choice one 

does?” 

This data point provoked a lot of internal frustration and discussion: What could we do to tweak the 

movement component to make it more relevant, fun, and non-threatening? In pursuing the creation of 

an integrated curricular model that hybridizes didactic learning with kinesthetics, how can we evangelize 

our axiom that learning-through-movement is just as valid as more traditional forms of learning? How 

can we get people to like and appreciate walking the walk—or, dancing the dance? Even though 92% of 

participants were moderately to completely satisfied in the level of conversation during this 

Workshop, we clearly still had to iron out some kinks. There were too many facilitators leading the 

Workshop, perhaps overcompensating for the lack of context and scholarly input observed during the 

Ralph Lemon Workshop. We needed to strive for “fewer words, [and] basic ideas better articulated,” 

noted one piloteer.  

Jess Curtis/Gravity’s Dances for Non/Fictional Bodies 

Workshop 

Facilitators: Jaime Cortez, Jose Navarrete 
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Participants: 17 
Program length: 3 hours, including dinner 
Location: Administrative office conference room and Young Artist Studio 
 

 

The Dance Savvy workshop is comprised of several components, which is your favorite? (select one) 
 
 Sankai Juku 
  8%  Creating movement yourself  
  0%  Seeing others create movement 
  8%  Watching the video and developing your own opinion 
33%  Hearing others’ opinions 
50%  Listening to the instructors’ ideas and strategies about engaging with dance 
 
Jess Curtis/Gravity 
  0%  Creating movement yourself  
  0%  Seeing others create movement 
35%  Watching the video and developing your own opinion 
47%  Hearing others’ opinions 
18%  Listening to the instructors’ ideas and strategies about engaging with dance 

 

The beginning of the “second semester” of the Dance Savvy pilot brought about significant structural, 

content, and personnel changes. Structural changes centered around a bold new experiment: We 

sought to test an all-in-one model of Dance Savvy, where the Workshop, performance, and Download 

would all occur in one long evening. Content changes included a slightly longer and more robust 

Workshop, as well as an included, catered family-style meal. Personnel changes refer to the 

recruitment of a batch of 11 new pilot participants, with four participants from the first semester 

continuing on as a control group. The impetus to test this new arrangement arose from a concern that 

spreading the Workshop and associated performance and Download too far apart would dilute the 

experience, as well as any learnings or camaraderie experienced by the participants. In addition, the 

Dance Savvy team was interested in creating a truly unique experience for users, one that would be 

challenging but also all the more rewarding for its depth and breadth—a bona fide night at the Theater. 

The tables comparing piloteer responses to both the Sankai Juku Dance Savvy and the Jess Curtis Dance 

Savvy reveal some interesting shifts in perspectives. Thanks to dramatically-improved video excerpt 

quality and more relevant content, the group’s appreciation of this VTS-styled analysis/observation 

component shot up 27%, with the comment below being representative of the thoughts of many other 

participants: 

“I’m not that familiar with dance or performance art. It was helpful to look at the video examples 

and use some of the tools that the instructors provided to describe and analyze the works.” 

 Conversely, the ratio of enjoyment of instructor ideas and strategies to co-participant opinions was 

essentially flipped; a mere 18% listed the former as a favorite, while 47% preferred hearing from their 
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peers. This is a difficult data point to dissect, especially given the fact that the qualitative survey 

responses were perhaps the most effusively positive yet: 

“Unlike most performance experiences, I felt as though I really soaked all of the juice out of the 

performance having had time to discuss contemporary dance/performance art beforehand.” 

“[Attending the Jess Curtis performance] benefited from the [Workshop’s] structure defining key 

concerns associated with trying to define and understand how to expand the art audience to 

more fully appreciate the complexity of contemporary dance history and idioms.” 

Perhaps this curious quantitative data illustrates the success of the interactive portions of the 

Workshop. Themed around guiding concepts of beauty and virtuosity as elemental components of 

dance, participants actively engaged one another in critical discussion and observation. And, despite 

participants’ overwhelmingly positive feedback about the richer level of conversation, it is worth noting 

that a couple people felt that the facilitators’ delivery style and manner could be both tightened and 

more welcoming.  

Another victory was the participants’ increased comfort with the kinesthetic elements of the Workshop: 

Only 38% of respondents reported the physical movement section as their least favorite element, 

down from 64% from the Sankai Juku Workshop. This component, like most of the other components 

this time around, benefited from greater instructional clarity and the humorous theatricality of the 

exercise itself. 

This collective lowering of inhibitions and openness to play may help explain why the next two 

Workshop components proved to be so unexpectedly successful: sharing tips and tricks to bring into 

the performance, and the simple experience of eating together. For the first time, we decided to 

distribute handouts to the piloteers right before the show that contained reminders of VTS’ three 

guiding questions as well as concise prompts reminding them to mentally keep track of both engaging 

moments and ones where attention flagged. This proved that sometimes audiences just need a little 

push or hands-on encouragement to feel comfortable in a new experience: 

“I felt that I was a more engaged audience member after being given ‘homework’ for while I was 

watching the performance. I felt that I was going into the performance with no expectations but 

to be open, and I appreciated that afterwards.” 

The shared meal component originally came about as a solution to a basic logistical and physiological 

concern: Our participants’ active bodies and engaged intellects needed to be refueled during this 

particularly long evening! This pragmatic element metamorphosed into something deceptively simple 

and surprisingly rewarding that we repeated in our fourth and final Dance Savvy program in April and 

will continue once we launch the program this fall. During dinner, people had the opportunity to not 

only socialize and get to know each other but also to address some of the Workshop topics and 

contemporary art in general. A couple of participant musings on the experience: 
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“I enjoyed the break for dinner to continue the conversations. The Workshop-dinner-performance-

Download was long, but well worth it. I walked away with a stronger experience of the performance and 

conversations alike.”   

“I would definitely suggest keeping dinner as part of the program, as we all began to talk more 

informally there and had some of the more interesting and in-depth discussions while eating together. I’d 

also keep the option of a post-show check-in for participants. It was a nice feeling of closure to hear 

everyone’s experience of the piece.” 

Download 

Facilitators: Jaime Cortez, Jose Navarrete 
Participants: 16 
Program length: 2 hours 
Location: Administrative office conference room 
 

Concluding our first long-form Dance Savvy was the post-show Download. Again, we noticed a peculiar 

dissonance between the quantitative data and qualitative feedback. While the former revealed a more 

modest level of satisfaction with this Download versus previous ones, the latter offered the kind of 

endorsements that seemed out of sync with the numbers. 94% of participants reported a moderate-to-

high level of satisfaction with this Download, which is fantastic, but more folks had a very high level of 

satisfaction with the Sankai Juku Download, and one participant even reported being not at all satisfied 

with the conversation. Also revelatory was the fact that 63% of participants indicated only minimal-to-

moderate satisfaction in having their questions about the performance answered. This could be due to 

the Socratic nature of Download conversation (participants are encouraged to embrace their own 

interpretations of work as equally valid as the artist’s) but also, perhaps, to the oblique and unsolvable 

strangeness endemic to Dances for Non/Fictional Bodies.  

On the flipside, we detected a wonderful-but-subtle uptick in our pilot group’s ability to better 

appreciate and form opinions about dance over the course of the three Dance Savvies held thus far. 75% 

of respondents indicated a high or very high ability to better appreciate dance following the Jess Curtis 

Download, up from 50% following Hibiki and 63% following How Can You… What’s more, another 75% 

reported high or very high levels of ability to form opinions of the artist’s work following the Jess 

Curtis Download, up from 31% following Hibiki and 44% following How Can You… One piloteer 

appreciated the consistency of the cohort group from Workshop to Download, as it “allowed [them] to 

have a continuity and shared vocabulary by the end of the night.” Summing up our first marathon was 

the astute observation of one participant: 

“It was excellent. Long evening, but well worth it.” 

Lemi Ponifasio/MAU’s Tempest: Without a Body 

Workshop 
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Facilitators: Laurel Butler, Lehua Yim (guest lecturer) 
Participants: 11 
Program length: 2 hours, including dinner 
Location: 2nd floor Theater Lobby 
 

Our final pilot iteration of Dance Savvy started out with a bang and ended with a whimper. This was our 

second go-around at the all-in-one format, and it resulted in a tighter, more concise format, as well as 

clocking in at about an hour shorter than the previous one. The aforementioned “bang” refers to the 

success of all of the Workshop components that preceded the performance (icebreaker exercise, guest 

lecture, kinesthetic activity, dinner) and the “whimper” refers to the post-show artist Q&A, which the 

pilot group attended in lieu of a private Download (to be explained in the following segment). One of the 

chief highlights of this last Workshop was seeing the highest satisfaction rate yet for the kinesthetic 

component. 18% of participants reported this segment as their favorite! A number of factors may have 

contributed to this uptick: more clarity in conveying the instructions and desired outcomes; a different, 

more dynamic and visually appealing workshop setting; and participants’ increased comfort with each 

other as a result of the time spent together during the previous Dance Savvy.  

The Dance Savvy workshop is comprised of several components, which is your favorite? (select one) 

 
Sankai Juku 
11/16/10 

Jess Curtis/Gravity 
2/5/11 

Lemi Ponifasio/MAU 
4/9/11 

Creating movement 
yourself 

8% 0% 18% 

Seeing others create 
movement 

0% 0% 9% 

Watching the video and 
developing your own 
opinion 

8% 35% 0% 

Hearing others’ opinions 33% 47% 36% 

Listening to the 
instructors’ ideas and 
strategies about 
engaging with dance 

50% 18% 36% 

 

It was also heartening to see how an equal number of participants most enjoyed either their peers’ 

opinions or the instructors’—it appears that we found a balance between the expertise of our 

Workshop facilitators and the contributions and shared knowledge from our pilot group: 

”I found [the Workshop] was the most informed route to get to a place of understanding with 

the intentions of the performance. Hearing the questions and concerns and insight of 

experienced educators made the experience of watching the performance richer.” 
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“Hearing the highly subjective, diverse experiences of my fellow participants was both 

illuminating about the piece and about talking with others about art in a non-academic format.”  

This Workshop also included our first guest lecture component, with San Francisco State Professor of 

English and Pacific Islander expert Lehua Yim. She introduced a new layer of context, background, and 

things for participants to consider before the show, allowing piloteers to enter into Tempest… with a 

broad-based quasi-ethnography of Lemi Ponifasio’s culture and aesthetic. Participants responded 

positively to this change in personnel dynamic, and largely appreciated Professor Yim’s expertise. 

Worth mentioning as well is another pilot first: Participants noted that they felt most equipped to 

appreciate contemporary dance following the Lemi Ponifasio Workshop. 

As a result of participating in this workshop, do you feel better equipped to appreciate contemporary 

dance in the future? (select one) 

 

 Ralph Lemon 
 

Sankai Juku 
 

Jess 
Curtis/Gravity 

Lemi 
Ponifasio/MAU 

No 14% 0% 12% 0% 

Yes – a little 71% 67% 47% 45% 

Yes – a lot 14% 33% 41% 55% 

 

The combination of a compelling guest lecture, well-organized agenda and program layout, tasty dinner 

with suggested table topic conversation departure points, and a later starting time (at 6pm rather than 

5pm) added up to a well-rounded participant experience—and the satisfying realization that we had 

finally landed upon a curriculum formula on which to base future Dance Savvies—for “real” 

audiences! Also informing this deduction were the many qualitative comments from piloteers indicating 

that they only chose a “least favorite” Workshop component because the format of the survey required 

it; in actuality, they viewed each component as a viable, successful part of the whole.  

 

Post-show artist Q&A 

Facilitators: n/a; Lemi Ponifasio fielded questions from stage 
Participants: 11 
Program length: 30 minutes 
Location: Theater 
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To what degree were you satisfied with the level of the Download (indicated by *) or artist Q&A 
(indicated by †) conversation? (select a number) 
 
 Not At All  Somewhat  Very 
 1 ------------------- 2 ------------------- 3 ------------------- 4 ------------------- 5 
Sankai Juku* 0% ---------------- 15% --------------- 39% --------------- 31% --------------- 15% 
Jess Curtis/Gravity* 6% -----------------0%---------------- 50% --------------- 38% ---------------- 6% 
Lemi Ponifasio/MAU†  0% ---------------- 20% --------------- 60% --------------- 10% --------------- 10% 
 

 The goal behind swapping a Download for the non-exclusive Q&A (a YBCA standard, hosted 

immediately following every Friday performance) was to determine how experiencing the artist 

communicating about his own work would affect the Dance Savvy experience as a whole, and how it 

would compare to the artist-free Download. Based on several participant comments and the 

quantitative data shown above, often the Download is a more preferable conclusion to a Dance Savvy 

evening than a Q&A. 

“The Download discussions are fascinating, personal, idiosyncratic, intimate. The Q&A session 

was downright uncomfortable. Asking an artist to unpack his work right after the performance 

was distracting from the impact of the piece and pretty unproductive.” 

Generally, it seemed that our pilot group missed the opportunity to reconvene in the intimate, semi-

private setting they had become accustomed to following previous performances. While hearing 

Ponifasio himself speak was powerful and illuminating, it felt anti-climactic, given the richer and 

arguably more revelatory conversations that occurred during Downloads.  

Lessons for the Field and Suggestions for Future Adopters  

Being a pilot, Dance Savvy was full of surprises—both fortuitous and challenging. Developed and 

implemented by a diverse cohort of contracted Curriculum Advisors and YBCA staff, early Workshops 

were challenging in their reliance on four-way collaboration. Pairing the Advisors into teams of two 

resulted in crisper, clearer facilitation. Another perennial observation by our participants was our 

privileging of group discussion over top-down pedagogy: Many of our piloteers would have rather come 

away with more context and “information” over observation. Additionally, what began as a pragmatic 

concern became one of the most telling and successful experiments: dinner! Not only did our pilot group 

enjoy the longer, “boot camp” model of Dance Savvy, but they used the dinner hour and catered meal 

between Workshop and Download as a catalyst for deeper discussion about dance and contemporary 

art at large. The dinner was a perfect example of the unexpected value of “accidents” as a generative 

force in program creation. 

 

The final focus group, facilitated by Alan Brown at YBCA on April 21, proved that YBCA staff observations 

and critiques of Dance Savvy were frequently congruent with the participants’ own. The six Dance Savvy 
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piloteers in attendance—including two who attended all four Dance Savvy programs—confirmed our 

suspicion that the Download held the most water as a compelling, viable component of the program, 

and, that with a little tweaking and the insertion of more curatorial perspective, the Workshop could 

become even more potent as an educational, social, and contextual tool. 

 

What follows below is a series of key takeaways from the pilot, with suggestions for implementing 

engagement activities within the dance field at large: 

 

Your audience knows less than you think. 

Making dance-goers aware of the rich, often-underappreciated evolution of a performance—from idea 
generation to final curtain—is extremely valuable. When audiences, especially the “uninitiated,” 
understand that dance does not occur in a vacuum and that an entire spectrum of aesthetic thought and 
intellect goes into the creation of work, greater appreciation follows. What’s more, an added bonus of 
this pilot was the miscellaneous data we gleaned from our piloteers about YBCA in general: We have a 
lot of work to do around the basic messaging of our mission, vision, and programming at large, in 
addition to increasing engagement with our dance and performance presentations. Prepare to learn 
more than you bargained for—which can give you information on potential and unexpected areas for 
improvement. 

 

Participant preparation and program placement matters. 

One of the biggest lessons from Dance Savvy was the revelation that getting audiences primed for their 
arts experience yields tangible, real results. We tested simple icebreaker exercises that drew from VTS, 
yoga, deep breathing, and biofeedback, all of which succeeded in readying the dance viewer’s physical 
body for an aesthetic encounter. When we gave our group a pocket-sized handout with the three VTS 
questions to keep in mind when viewing dance work, responses were quite positive: The simple 
reminder to look, analyze, and look again worked wonders in placing audience members in the moment, 
poised to make the most of their dance experience.  In short, getting both experienced and novice 
audiences alike to relax will assist in their ability to engage physically, intellectually, and emotionally 
with the work. Another critical programmatic element to deeply consider is when and where you place 
your engagement program. Often, logistical elements are cast aside in the planning process until the last 
minute—to the unfortunate detriment of the program’s integrity. We learned that the physical setting, 
timing, and duration of Dance Savvy were almost as integral to the user experience as the program’s 
content.  

 Many audience members need permission to access the world of dance.  

One of our primary goals with Dance Savvy was to test fluidity between disciplines: Can we create a 
program that encourages visual arts and film/video audiences to “cross over” into the performing arts 
realm—and vice versa?  While we did learn that many visual arts- and film-inclined participants 
appreciated using their own existing tools to approach dance, what was arguably more illuminating was 
that many dance novices felt that the entire discipline/medium was “off-limits” to them; that dance 
simply wasn’t “on their radar.” It wasn’t that they were disinterested in it or hostile to the idea, but that 
it just felt alien. However, upon our repeated entreaties to embrace the possibility of discomfort and 
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confusion with contemporary dance, we were rewarded with increasingly open minds. By 
communicating the value of subjectivity and the myriad possibilities for interpretation about 
contemporary dance, we alleviated much of our piloteers’ anxiety about “getting it.”  Following the 
conclusion of the pilot, we received an email from a participant—a visual artist and scholar herself, 
largely unaware of the world of dance—who remarked that because of Dance Savvy, she could now 
“see” the world of dance and performing arts open up to her, where before it was opaque. 

Related to the idea of permission is the problem of vocabulary and language. Frequently, we found our 
pilot group struggling self-consciously with their perceived lack of tools to describe dance and 
movement. They felt tongue-tied to convey their thoughts and observations as eloquently and viscerally 
as the medium itself. A workable solution to this problem was the reminder that they already have the 
tools they need to talk about dance—they are just nestled in different parts of the brain. The language a 
painter uses to describe the arrangement of oil on canvas can be transmuted onto a description of the 
dancers’ arrangement on the stage. Once our group got over the initial awkwardness of admitting a less-
than-encyclopedic knowledge of the form—and using what they did have—we enjoyed more fruitful, 
relaxed, free-flowing discussions and dialogues.  

Approach dance engagement from many angles. 

Based on our experience, any kind of dance engagement programming should be multi-faceted, multi-
modal, and not overwhelmingly didactic—an integrated curricular model. We applied a number of 
tactics to get our group inspired and motivated to move forward, and they all played integral roles in the 
ultimate success and learning from the pilot. By appealing to a wide range of interests and abilities, 
you’re able to both market to and engage a broader section of both existing and new audiences. Since 
many of our pilot participants were primarily interested in visual arts and film/video, the assurance that 
they themselves could approach the dance world using the aesthetic lens they had already honed added 
immeasurably to a feeling of empowerment and increased confidence in their observational abilities.  

From pilot to program: Bringing Dance Savvy to scale. 

This particular project revealed the challenges and opportunities of inter-disciplinary “crossing over”: In 
an authentic, non-pilot environment, will audiences primarily interested in non-dance disciplines other 
be seduced by this program? It remains to be seen, and our tracking of the ticketing patterns of our 30-
member pilot group will play an instrumental role in determining the efficacy of the pilot. Now, the 
challenge is determining a viable, exciting marketing outreach campaign that is appealing to dance 
novices, but also on the radar of our die-hard performance audience.  Will the intermingling of these 
two kinds of audiences be productive or will the integrity of the program be compromised? As we plan 
and prepare for the four scheduled Dance Savvy programs for FY11-12, we’ll need to strike a balance 
between a “101”-style curriculum for beginners and a “202”-style curriculum for more seasoned pros.  

 

 


